A frequent dilemma in the design
Overview
The syntax extension formalism described in this paper assumes the scenario depicted in figure 1. Given the abstract syntax and the scoping structure of a target language TL, a new object language OLO can be defined by giving We are also able to prove that these dynamic parse rules are consistent with the static type rules given in section 4.1.
Grammar Definitions
In this section we introduce our extensible grammar formalism by examples. \$'c st,art with a small initial grammar for an untyped lambda calculus that is ext,ended incrementally to support, database programming language constructs. 
Initial Grammar Definitions
This section explains how to define the abstract syntax and the scoping rules of a particular target language TL as well as the syntax for an initial object language OLo (see the oval boxes in figure 1 ). This information is validat,ed by the grammar checker and then used to generate an initial parser for OLO programs.
We use an untyped lambda calculus with records as the target language for our examples.
Given a set of identifiers 2, the sets of terms (u, b) and fields (f) are recursively defined as follows: are not subject to block-structured scoping rules and are therefore defined to be of sort Label. For the purpose of grammar definitions it is not necessary to present the binding rules of the target language in more detail.
Given a target-language description in terms of constructors and sorts, a. context-free grammar is defined as a collection of productions that translate phrases in an input stream into terms of the target language. A concrete syntax for the lambda calculus with records is defined in figure 2. The notation used is explained in the rest of this section.
This grammar consists of four mutually recursive productions that define precedence of applications over abstractions and left-associativity of applications. Here are examples of input phrases parsed according to the root production term:
The result of parsing is a structured term of the target language. This term can be viewed as a tree in which the inner nodes correspond to term constructor applications and the leaves correspond to identifiers (or literals) extracted from the source text. A token sequence to which no production applies is rejected by the parser with an error message.
A grammar introduces a set of non-terminals (simpleTerm, term, . ..) as identifiers for productions.
Productions can be parameterized by terms of the target language (see, e.g., termIter).
The signature of a non-terminal defines its parameter names and sorts as well as the sort of terms returned by the production.
Each production consists of n > 1 expression sequences separated from each other by a vertical bar (I). Each ex p ression specifies an input syntax and a result expression (following the => symbol) to construct a term of the target language. Based on the token sequence encountered during parsing, one of the alternative expression sequences is selected and its corresponding result expression is evaluated in an environment that contains the actual parameter bindings and local bindings introduced on the left of the => symbol. The input, synt,ax accepted by an alternative is defined using the following notation:
"X" accept t,he keyword x ide accept any non-keyword identifier X accept, the input specified by the production identified by the nonterminal x x(y) accept the input specified by the parameterized production identified by the non-terminal x with the argument y x=y bind the term defined by y to a local variable x pIde:S accept a pattern variable of sort S (see section 3.3)
Each grammar det,ermines a set of keywords reachable from productions of the grammar.
The set, of identifiers accepted by ide in a given grammar g excludes the keywords of g. Therefore, synt,ax extensions may introduce new keywords while syntax restrictions may change existing keywords into identifiers.
The binding structure of the concrete syntax is defined implicitly by passing identifier tokens from the input as arguments to term constructors. For example, the variable x in the grammar definition 
Pattern-based Action Definitions
In the previous section, abstract syntax trees produced by actions are specified with explicit constructor applications.
In this section we introduce patterns which allow us to write grammars more conveniently by using the existing target language.
For example, the syntax for let and where bindings could be written more clearly using a pattern: For example, the boolean constants true and false are sometimes represent,ed by the following funct.ions which, when applied to two argument)s, return one of them: let T = fun(x)fun(y)x let F = fun(x)fun(y)y In t,he scope of these definitions, the following grammar could be defined to replace the keywords true and false by the variables T and F, respect,ively. grammar simpleTerm:Term I== "true" => term<<T>> I "false" => term<<F>> I "if" a=term "then" b=term "else" c=term => term<<a(b) (c>>> end During parsing, these modified pat,terns generate expansions that contain unbound variables (T' and F'). For example, T(fun(T) T(true)) is expanded to T(fun(T) T(T')). After the full input, has been parsed, a. target,-languagespecific renaming function is applied to the parsed term. It replaces t,he binder T and its bound variables by T' ) and T' by T. The result,ing term T(fun(T' ' ) T' J (T)) is then submitted to the type checker and code generator.
3. This translat,ion preserves the usual scoping rules defined for these query languages.
We assume the grammar extension for booleans defined above and the following global definit,ions that provide a standard encoding of the list, construct#ors nil and cons and a list iterator iter:
The syntax of a "list, algebra" with selection, projection, and bina.ry join can then be defined as follows: Note that the identifier p in the subquery will be correctly bound t,o the inner p in t,he generated lambda term. Simulating SQL expressions is slightly more complicated, since SQL allows the repetition of range expressions to express selections, projections, and n-way joins using a uniform notation: select target(x) from x in a where predicate(x) select target(x)(y) from x in a, y in b where predicate(x)(y) select target(x) (y) (z) from x in a, y in b, z in c where predicate(x)(y)(z) Therefore, the rewrite rules have to ensure that the target and the selection expressions appear in the scope of n (n > 1) fun binders in the generated lambda term. The following grammar uses a recursive, parameterized production rangeIter to achieve the desired rewriting: The abstract syntax of productions is slightly more orthogonal than the concrete syntax we have used in the examples.
In part,icular, terminal productions like ide (B) or "x" may appear nested within constructor and production argument lists. Furthermore, the synt,actic separation of productions into a binding sequence and a construct,or applicat,ion (t,o the right, and left of t,he =>, respectively) is no longer enforced. For example, t,he product,ion x=ide => mkTermVar (x) in t,he concrete syntax is tra.nslat,ed into a simple sequential composition z = ide( Va.r) mkTermVar( x). 
E, E' t g ok t gseq g + E, E'
It is possible to derive a simple consistency-checking algorithm from t,hese inference rules as follows:
Starting with the proof goal l-gseq + E', the inference rules have to be applied "backwards" (from the conclusions to the assumptions).
Since for each syntactic construct there is exactly one applicable inference rule, the derivation either rea.ches the axioms (in time proportional to the size of the grammar) or gets stuck in a configuration where no inference rule can be applied.
In the latter case the grammar sequence is rejected as ill-typed.
In the next section we prove that parsers derived from well-typed grammars never generate ill-formed syntax trees.
Parsing and Term Construction
Each non-terminal ;7: in a grammar serves a dual purpose.
On the one hand. it, det,ermines how t,o parse an input token stream and how to construct a corresponding term of t)he target language. On the other hand, it defines how t.o transform a patt,ern (a token stream inside <<>> brackets) occurring in an incremental grammar definition into an equivalent production.
In this section we describe the parsing of input token streams, while pattern parsing is described in the full paper.
For the purpose of parsing it is convenient to rewrite a grammar sequence gseq into a single grammar g of the form [], Xl : Sl==p1,. ,Xk : Sk==pk (Ic > 0) such that xi # xj for i # j. We use the notation: wq -9 grammar sequence gseq normalizes to g 9; M t (3, QPl =+ (s', 2) t t # wroq 9; M F-(s', 2') p2 =2-(s", 2') t' 9; M k (s, i) pl G-(s', i') wrong
9; M k (.c i)p, + (s', i') wrong 9; M k (,9, 2) X = 111 p2 * (S', i') wrong 9; M k (s, i)Pl =+-(s', i') t .Y; M k (s, i) p2 =k (s', I') t 9; M t (3, 2) PI I p2 * (s', 2) t 9; M b (s> i) ~1 / pz =+ (s', ;') t Y; M t (+1,i,-l)P, * (S3,i3)f3 1 < j < I; Y; M t (SO> io) C(B,,. .,Bk)B(Pl, ,Pk) * (Sk, ik) C(B,, ,Bk)B(tl..~..tk) 
An Extensible Parser Package
Ext,ensible grammars as described in this paper were developed in the cont,ext) of the Tycoon dat,abase programming environment [MatSIS] . However, as sket,ched in figure 1, the extensible grammar package was implement.ed in a way t)hat fact,ors out all target-language dependencies (t)he base sorts Bi, the abst#ract, syntax t,rcc constructors c(B~,,, ,B~)B) and the renaming operat,ion on abst.ract, syntax t,rees) from the package implement.ation.
A t,oken &ream s is represented as an object with a local state and met)hods lo inspect the current input t,oken and to advance t,o the next input t,oken.
A parser for terms of a sort, B is represented as a function that t,akes a scanner object and returns a typed abstract, synt)ax tree, modifying the state of the scanner object and a variable counter to generate fresh variable identifiers.
A grammar gi is represented as an object, of an abstract data type encapsula.ting information about) the target' language TL and t,he object, language OLi accepted by g,. 'Jhe implementor of a compiler for a language with an extensible grammar links the parser package into the compiler. A grammar for t,he t,arget language at hand is generated via calls to the parser interface. Finally, a parser for this grammar is generated which in t#urn is used t,o parse actual program input. The following st.eps have to be taken to generate the grammar go and a parser for the initial object language OLO. Each of these steps is implemented by a funct,ion call to the parser package that, passes the grammar as an explicit. argument.
Creation
of an initial (empty) grammar go. Arguments to this operation provide information to the parser package about the tokens returned by t,he scanner and funct,ions to create fresh identifiers.
An initial grammar already contains the names of the builtin sorts Label, Var, and Binder.
2. Addition of named sorts to go. These sorts correspond to abstract-syntaxt,ree types in the target,-language compiler. For each newly defined sort, an AST copy routine, an AST renaming routine, and a distinguished error value have to be supplied.
The error value is generated by the parser package in case of parse errors.
3, Addition
of named constructors to go. Constructors correspond to functions in the target-language compiler that take Ic >_ 0 typed abstract synt,ax t,rees and return an aggregated syntax tree. For each constructor, the list of it#s argument sorts and its result sort have to be specified. 
